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The Minle-Yongchang fault is an active reverse fault-related fold structural belt developed
in the Hexi Corridor Basin on the northeastern edge of the Tibetan Plateau. An
earthquake of Ms6.1 occurred near the Minle-Yongchang fault zone in 2003. The
deformation pattern of the Minle-Yongchang fault and its relationship with this strong
earthquake, however, are still not well known. In this study, we used the methods of
HYPOINVERSE absolute location and double-difference location with waveform cross-
correlation technology to relocate the 2003 Minle earthquake sequence. In total, 383
earthquakes are precisely relocated. Based on the results of precise seismic relocation,
using the method of determining fault planes by small earthquakes, the seismogenic
fault is found to be a low-angle thrust with a strike of 311◦, a dip of NE, and a dip
angle of 14◦. It does not rupture the surface, extends to 19–20 km depth, and is hidden
beneath the Yonggu Anticline. We also employed the cut-and-paste (CAP) method with
a broadband waveform to determine the focal mechanism of the mainshock in 2003:
the strike is 311◦; the dip is 34◦; and the rake is 90◦. The fault plane parameters
obtained in these two ways are roughly consistent. We also used a digital elevation
model (DEM) derived from the SPOT 6 stereo image pair and high-precision differential
Global Positioning System (GPS) to measure the displacement of terraces. Topographic
profiles along the terraces across the Minle-Yongchang fault show that high alluvial
terrain exhibits fold deformation. The vertical offsets of the T2 and T3 terraces along
the Tongziba River are approximately 2.3 and 22 m, respectively. Optically stimulated
luminescence (OSL) dating indicates that the ages of T2 and T3 are 11.3 and 106 ka,
respectively. We calculated an average uplift rate of 0.21 ± 0.05 mm/a by dividing the
vertical offset by age. According to the spatial distribution of the relocated earthquake
sequence and terrace deformation in the study area, the Ms6.1 Minle earthquake in
2003 was caused by the latest activity of a blind reverse fault-related fold in the Hexi
Corridor Basin.

Keywords: Hexi Corridor, Minle-Yongchang fault, fold earthquake, stereo image pair, earthquake source
parameters
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INTRODUCTION

The North Qilian Shan-Hexi Corridor is the active frontal zone
of the northward extrusion and expansion of the Tibetan Plateau,
and active structures are widely developed in this region (Institute
of Geology, State Seismological Bureau, and Lanzhou Institute
of Seismology, State Seismological Bureau, 1993; Chen, 2003;
Hetzel et al., 2004; Yuan et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2006; Zheng,
2009; Xu et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2016). It is one of the
main seismotectonic regions in China (Institute of Geology, State
Seismological Bureau, and Lanzhou Institute of Seismology, State
Seismological Bureau, 1993; Zhang et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2005;
Shao et al., 2011). Historically, many strong earthquakes have
occurred in the Hexi Corridor, such as the AD 180 Biaoshi M71/2,
AD 756 Zhangye-Jiuquan M7, AD 1609 Hongyapu M71/4, AD
1932 Changma M7.6, and AD 1954 Shandan M71/4 earthquakes
(Institute of Geology, State Seismological Bureau, and Lanzhou
Institute of Seismology, State Seismological Bureau, 1993; Cao
et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2013). In
this area, the strong earthquakes mainly occur in deep active fault
zones on both sides of the Hexi Corridor Basin but rarely occur
in the basin (Institute of Geology, State Seismological Bureau,
and Lanzhou Institute of Seismology, State Seismological Bureau,
1993; Xu et al., 2010; Figure 1A). However, the strong Ms6.1
Minle earthquake, which was followed by a smaller earthquake
(Ms5.8) after 7 min, occurred in the inner part of the Hexi
Corridor in the southern Dahuang Shan (shan means mountain)
on October 25, 2003 (He et al., 2004; Zheng et al., 2005). This
earthquake indicates that the interior of the Hexi Corridor Basin
is not stable (Zheng et al., 2005; Yuan et al., 2006; Zheng, 2009).
Previous studies have suggested that the earthquake occurred on
the Minle-Yongchang fault, which is buried beneath the Yonggu
Anticline in the middle part of the Hexi Corridor (He et al., 2004;
Liu, 2004; Zheng et al., 2005; Xin et al., 2008). However, due to the
unclear surface features of the active fault, we still do not know
much about this active structure and earthquake mechanism.

Conducting in-depth and quantitative studies on the active
faults inside the foreland basins has great significance (Institute
of Geology, State Seismological Bureau, and Lanzhou Institute
of Seismology, State Seismological Bureau, 1993; Hetzel et al.,
2004; Yuan et al., 2004; Zheng, 2009), as these studies can provide
important references for research on continental dynamics,
seismic risk determination, and disaster prevention. However,
the geometry and kinematics of the Minle-Yongchang fault,
especially the quantitative parameters, are debatable (Zhang
and Xu, 2003; Liu, 2004; Zhang, 2007; Feng, 2008; Xin et al.,
2008; Figure 1B) due to the limitations of previous techniques.
For example, the focal mechanism solutions are inconsistent
when using different methods. The focal mechanism solution
given by Zhang and Xu (2003) is based on eight local Pnl
broadband waveforms from the China Digital Seismograph
Network (CDSN) and does not make use of the surface waves.
Liu (2004) employed P-wave first motions to determine focal
mechanism solutions, and the results have great uncertainty
due to the uneven distribution of data points on the focal
sphere. Harvard University uses only teleseismic P and SH
waveforms to invert the source parameters, and the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of these waveforms is lower than that

of the local Pnl waveforms. Zhang (2007) used the same
method and procedure as Zhang and Xu (2003) to invert the
focal mechanism but with seven broadband datasets from the
Lanzhou Digital Seismic Network (LDSN). Feng (2008) and
Xin et al. (2008) employed double-difference location method
and genetic algorithm, respectively, to relocate the 2003 Minle
earthquake sequence. The genetic algorithm is an absolute
location technique that is sensitive to velocity model error.
The double-difference location method is a relative location
method (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000; Waldhauser, 2001),
and its accuracy depends on the accuracy of the initial locations
and phase picks. Xin et al. (2008) adopted the velocity model
suggested by Li et al. (1998), which is based on natural and
artificial seismic data before Global Positioning System (GPS)
timing, and the accuracy of the velocity model is affected
by timing accuracy. Moreover, the arrival times and initial
locations of these studies are obtained from manual phase picks.
Therefore, the relocations of the Minle earthquake sequence are
not ideal.

The 2003 Minle earthquake can be taken as a typical example
for an in-depth analysis of the relationship between tectonic
deformation and seismic activity in the Hexi Corridor area.
This study comprehensively uses the methods of seismology
and geomorphology to analyze and discuss the deep-shallow
structural relationship and mechanism of the seismogenic
structure of the 2003 Minle earthquake. Based on the structural
deformation features of the Yonggu Anticline, the focal
mechanism solutions, and the spatial distribution of the relocated
earthquake sequence, we concluded that the Minle earthquake
occurred in the Minle-Yongchang reverse fault-fold belt in the
Hexi Corridor and is a typical blind reverse fault event.

REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL SETTING

The Qilian Shan-Hexi Corridor, as the transition zone between
the Qilian Shan Block and the Gobi-Alashan Block, is bounded
by the Altyn-Tagh fault, Haiyuan fault, and other active block
boundary faults. The active faults in this area are mainly thrust
faults trending NW and WNW (Yuan et al., 2004; Zheng et al.,
2016). The central part of the Hexi Corridor Basin is bounded
by the North Qilian thrust belt (composed of the Fodongmiao-
Hongyazi fault, the Yumu Shan fault, and the Minle-Damaying
fault) in the south and by the southern Heli Shan fault and the
Longshou Shan fault in the north. The boundary faults together
constitute a ramp structure on the northeastern margin of the
Tibetan Plateau (Institute of Geology, State Seismological Bureau,
and Lanzhou Institute of Seismology, State Seismological Bureau,
1993; Chen, 2003; Zheng et al., 2016; Figure 1A).

The Hexi Corridor Basin is divided into four subbasins by
several NW- and NNW-striking secondary faults that control
their uplifts. The subbasins are the Jiuxi Basin, Jiudong Basin,
Minle Basin, and Wuwei Basin, which are separated by the
Wenshu Shan, Yumu Shan, and Dahuang Shan from west to
east. Among them, the Dahuang Shan has the largest uplift
area (Institute of Geology, State Seismological Bureau, and
Lanzhou Institute of Seismology, State Seismological Bureau,
1993; Zheng, 2009).
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FIGURE 1 | Map of the seismic network, aftershocks, and active tectonics. Historical earthquakes and the 2003 Ms6.1 Minle earthquake sequence are plotted as
red circles, and the earthquake sequence of the 2003 Minle earthquake was relocated by us. The recording stations are plotted as red triangles, and the codes
below the triangles are station names. The historical earthquake and recent earthquake data are obtained from http://www.csi.ac.cn/ and the Gansu Seismographic
Network, respectively. Fault labels in (A) include: NQTS: northern Qilian Shan thrust system; ATF: Altyn-Tagh fault; HYF: Qilian-Haiyuan fault; MYF: Minle-Yongchang
fault; FHF: Fudongmiao-Hongyazi fault; YMF: Yumushan fault; MDF: Minle-Damaying fault; LSF: Longshoushan fault; and HLF: Helishan fault. (B) The results for
focal mechanisms from different organizations. Focal mechanism solutions are presented in the table, and the corresponding beach balls are plotted on the right.
The numbers below the beach balls correspond to the sequence numbers of focal mechanism solutions in the table.

The Minle-Yongchang fault is an active reverse fault-fold
structural belt located on the southern margin of the Dahuang
Shan, and its trend is nearly E-W (Figure 2). This fault can

be divided into three segments based on the fault geometry
(He et al., 2004; Zheng et al., 2005; Figure 2). The eastern
segment (À in Figure 2) extends along the front of Yongchang
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FIGURE 2 | Geological map of the Minle Basin. The strong historical earthquakes are shown as red circles. The data are obtained from http://www.csi.ac.cn/. MYF:
Minle-Yongchang fault; YMF: Yumushan fault; MDF: Minle-Damaying fault; MLF: Minle fault; and LSF: Longshoushan fault. Place names: DMY: Damaying; and QTC:
Quantou Cun. The segments of the Minle-Yongchang fault:, the eastern segment;, the middle segment; and, the western segment.

Beishan, and Permian strata has been thrust above middle
Pleistocene strata. The middle segment (Á in Figure 2) has
a distinct linear trace along the Dahuang Shan front, and
fault scarps occur along the piedmont alluvial–pluvial fans. The
western segment (Â in Figure 2) is the section from Minle to
Damaying. In this section, the fault is blind, and the surface
deformation is dominated by the folding of the Yonggu Anticline.
There is no clear fault trace at the surface except for the
linear distribution of ascending springs (He et al., 2004; Zheng
et al., 2005). The Ms6.1 and Ms5.8 Minle earthquakes in 2003
and the Quantou Cun (cun means village in Chinese) Ms5.0
earthquake in 1978 were rare strong earthquakes in the interior
of the basin (Figure 2), and they all occurred in this section
near the Yonggu Anticline. Their occurrences indicate that the
western segment of the Minle-Yongchang fault is active and has
potential seismic risks.

Previous studies have shown that there may be blind thrusts
under active folds (King and Vita-Finzi, 1981; Stein and King,
1984; Zhang et al., 1994; Xu et al., 2013). The development
of folds is mainly controlled by the deep blind thrusts in the
compressional structural environments (Stein and King, 1984;
Stein and Yeats, 1989; Xu et al., 2013). The nucleation of small
earthquakes near hidden faults under folds is a significant sign
of folding. This kind of reverse fault-fold belt structure can
cause not only moderate earthquakes but also strong earthquakes.
However, when earthquakes occur, the surface is deformed by

folding, and no surface rupture is formed. This type of earthquake
is called a “fold earthquake” (King and Vita-Finzi, 1981; Stein and
King, 1984; Stein and Yeats, 1989). The 1980 Mw7.3 El Asnam
earthquake in Algeria, the 1983 M6.5 Coalinga earthquake in the
United States, the 1906 Manas earthquake in Xinjiang, China, the
2013 Ms7.0 Lushan earthquake in Sichuan, China, and the 2015
Ms6.5 Pishan earthquake in Xinjiang, China are well-known fold
earthquakes (King and Vita-Finzi, 1981; Stein and King, 1984;
Zhang et al., 1994; Xu et al., 2013; Zhang and Lei, 2013; Yi et al.,
2016; Lu et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2017).

The Ms6.1 Minle earthquake in 2003 marked the latest activity
of the Minle-Yongchang fault. Its epicenter was located in the
Yonggu Anticline area. There were ground fissures of different
scales in some parts of the meizoseismal area, and no surface
fracture zone was formed (He et al., 2004; Zheng et al., 2005).
All these results indicate that this earthquake was likely a blind
reverse fault earthquake.

There are not sufficient constraints from quantitative
parameters for the Minle-Yongchang fault because most previous
studies provide only qualitative descriptions (Institute of
Geology, State Seismological Bureau, and Lanzhou Institute
of Seismology, State Seismological Bureau, 1993; He et al.,
2004; Zheng et al., 2005). Geomorphic parameters and field
investigations reveal that terraces across the fault are deformed
by folds (Zou et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2017, 2020). Therefore, we
explored the tectonic activity and deformation patterns of typical
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thrust fault-fold belts in the Hexi Corridor by comprehensive
utilization of the geomorphological and seismological methods.
These quantitative parameters can play an important role in
understanding the role and position of the Minle-Yongchang
fault in the structural evolution of the Qilian Shan-Hexi Corridor.

RELOCATION AND INVERSION OF THE
SOURCE PARAMETERS

Relocation of the Minle Earthquake
Sequence
Two principal sources of error for the location problem are
velocity model error and arrival time measurement error. It is
established that the double-difference location method together
with waveform cross-correlation can greatly reduce both these
error sources. The use of travel time differences removes much
of the errors from the location problem occurred due to the
accuracy of the velocity model and the lateral inhomogeneity of
the crustal structure. The waveform cross-correlation can be used
to improve the accuracy of travel time differences (Waldhauser
and Ellsworth, 2000; Waldhauser, 2001; Schaff et al., 2004).

In this study, a stepwise approach (Long et al., 2015), using
the combined strengths of HYPOINVERSE (Klein, 1978), the
minimum one-dimensional (1D) model (Kissling et al., 1994,
1995), waveform cross-correlation (Schaff et al., 2004), and the
double-difference method (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000;
Waldhauser, 2001), is applied to reduce both error sources. With
the employment of these methods and multistep relocation, the
accuracy is improved step by step. In this flow, the absolute
location method HYPOINVERSE and the “minimum 1D” model
program VELEST (Kissling et al., 1995) are first used to obtain the
initial relocation, and the double-difference method combined
with waveform cross-correlation is then adopted for precise
relocation. The earthquake observation reports and waveforms
from the Gansu Seismographic Network from October 2003 to
October 2004 are used in relocation, and approximately 941
events occurred in the study region. We plotted the travel time
curves of the P- and S-waves. After eliminating the data deviating
obviously from the theoretical travel time curve, we found
that the theoretical P-wave to S-wave velocity ratio (VP/VS) is
1.719 (Figure 3A).

The multistep location technique is applied to the Ms6.1 Minle
earthquake sequence. First, we obtained the minimum 1D model
and initial absolute location. The absolute location program
hypo1.411 is used to relocate the earthquakes through the models
of the study area (Li et al., 1998; Dong and Zhang, 2007; Yin et al.,
2017). According to the travel time residuals of each model, we
chose the model suggested by Li et al. (1998) as the priori model.
The seismic events with no fewer than five recording stations
and an initial error of less than 2 km are selected for inversion,
and the minimum 1D model of the P-wave, S-wave, and station
correction values is then obtained by the VELEST program
(Kissling et al., 1995; Figure 3B). This reference velocity model
(including station correction values) is used by HYPOINVERSE

1ftp://ehzftp.wr.usgs.gov/klein/hyp1.41

(Klein, 1978) for absolute relocation, and this relocation result
is the initial location for the HYPODD program (Waldhauser,
2001) to precisely relocate the earthquake sequence.

The travel time differences for pairs of earthquakes at common
stations can be obtained from earthquake catalogs (hereafter
referred to as catalog data) and/or waveform cross-correlation
(cross-correlation data) (Waldhauser, 2001; Schaff et al., 2004;
Jiang et al., 2016). The catalog phase data are transformed into
input files for HYPODD by Ph2dt. Ph2dt builds links from each
event to neighboring events within a search radius defined by
MAXSEP (maximum separation between event pairs), and only
neighbors linked by more than MINLNK (minimum number of
links) phase pairs are considered. In addition to the parameters
above, the quality of the phase pairs and connectedness between
events are optimized by setting MAXDIST (maximum distance
between event and station) and MINOBS (minimum number of
observations per event pair). We obtained 25,517 catalog data
for 402 earthquakes, including 13,267 P-waves and 12,250 S-
waves, with the following parameter settings: MAXSEP = 10 km,
MINLNK = 8, MINOBS = 8, and MAXDIST = 300 km.

The cross-correlation data are obtained by waveform cross-
correlation in the time domain. When the maximum cross-
correlation coefficient is greater than the threshold value (in this
study, it is 0.7), the sum of the delay and the travel time difference
for pairs yields the cross-correlation data. We used the program
SAC to remove the mean and trend, to taper the waveforms,
and to filter the waveforms from 1 to 10 Hz. Adopting a P-wave
window length of 1.1 s (P-wave front at 0.3 s and P-wave after
0.8 s) and an S-wave window length of 2.0 s (S-wave front at
0.5 s and S-wave after 1.5 s), the waveform cross-correlation of
the P- and S-waves in the time domain is carried out to obtain
the relative time delay. The travel time differences of event pairs
with maximum cross-correlation coefficients greater than 0.7 and
three or more stations are used for relocation.

Finally, we obtained 32,197 cross-correlation travel time
difference data, which include 17,588 P-waves and 14,609 S-
waves. Figures 4A–E shows an example of the waveform
cross-correlation results at station SDT. The event pairs
generated by cross-correlation have highly similar waveforms,
but the phases are not fully aligned, indicating that there are
mispicked seismograms in the observation reports (Figure 4B).
Figures 4C,D indicates that most of the seismograms are
mispicked each by 0.15 s, and the maximum delay is up to
0.8 s. Moreover, S-waves have a greater time delay than P-waves,
and compared with the catalog data there are more S-waves
than P-waves in cross-correlation data. Figure 4E shows that the
distances between event pairs obtained by cross-correlation are
relatively close (basically within 5 km) and that the earthquake
distribution is more concentrated after relocation.

The velocity model used in the double-difference location
is the minimum 1D velocity model obtained by VELEST
(Figure 3B), and the inversion method is the conjugate gradients
method (LSQR). We combined the catalog data and cross-
correlation data in HYPODD by giving strong weights to
catalog data with large separation distances (WDCT) and to
cross-correlation data with small separation distances (WDCC).
Through the above processes, a total of 57,686 travel time
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FIGURE 3 | (A) The travel time curves from the catalog. Gray lines are the theoretical travel time curves, and the blue and red dots represent P- and S-waves,
respectively. The gray dots obviously deviate from the theoretical travel time curve and are eliminated in fitting the theoretical P-wave to S-wave velocity ratio (VP/VS).
(B) The minimum 1D model inverted from Li et al. (1998) model by VELEST in this study. The dashed blue and red lines indicate the a priori models of the P- and
S-waves, respectively. The minimum 1D model is shown with solid lines.

difference data for 402 events (13,267 P-wave and 12,250 S-wave
catalog data; 17,573 P-wave and 14,596 S-wave cross-correlation
data) are obtained for relocation, and 383 events are relocated,
which accounts for 95% of the total. The root-mean-square
(RMS) residual for catalog data (RMSCT) decreases from 0.233
to 0.176 s, and that of cross-correlation data (RMSCC) decreases
from 0.268 to 0.009 s. The distribution of relocated events is
shown in Figure 5. The horizontal distribution of the hypocenters
reveals that the location of the mainshock is consistent with the
macro-epicenter, and the distribution of aftershocks is consistent
with that of the meizoseismal area, showing an NW-trending
linear distribution (Figure 5A). The depth profile illustrates that
the mainshock and most of the aftershocks are mainly distributed
at depths of 19.2–20.6 km, while the distribution of earthquakes
with depths above 18 km is relatively dispersed (Figures 5B,C).

Inversion of Focal Mechanism Solution
The classic method employs P-wave first motions to determine
focal mechanism solutions. The uneven distribution of the data
points on the focal sphere leads to excessive increases or decreases
in the weights of uneven data points, and the results have
great uncertainty. The cut-and-paste (CAP) method employs
full waveform fitting to determine the focal mechanism solution
(Zhao and Helmberger, 1994; Zhu and Helmberger, 1996), which
makes full use of the advantages of body waves and surface
waves and provides rich source information. This method also

uses a time shift in waveform fitting, and the uncertainty in the
velocity model and the lateral change in crustal structure have
minimal influence on the inversion. Therefore, the CAP method
has lower requirements for station distribution and the number
of stations recorded than the P-wave first motion method. In the
CAP method (Zhao and Helmberger, 1994; Zhu and Helmberger,
1996), the waveforms are divided into Pnl waves and surface
waves with different weights. The globally optimal solution of
fitting the theoretical waveform with the observed waveform
is obtained by a grid search algorithm to determine the focal
mechanism solution and optimal focal depth.

The observed seismic displacement is represented as u (t), and
the synthetic seismogram s (t) of a double-couple source can be
expressed as

s (t) = M0
∑

Ai(φ− θ, δ,λ)Gi(t) (1)

In this formula, the values of i = 1, 2, and 3 correspond to
three fundamental faults: vertical strike slip, vertical dip slip,
and 45◦ dip slip; M0 is the scalar moment; Ai is the radiation
coefficient, and each component is a function of the fault dip
angle and relative slip angle: φ is the station azimuth angle; θ δ

and λ represent the strike, dip, and rake of the focal mechanism,
respectively, and Gi is Green’s function.

The CAP method finds the minimal residual between
observations and synthetic data by using the cross-correlation
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FIGURE 4 | The results of waveform cross-correlation at station SDT. (A) The seismic stations are shown with triangles and labeled with the station codes; the
reference station is shown in red. The reference station for this study is SDT, and the template event is shown with a red circle. (B) The waveforms of event pairs from
the Minle earthquake sequence recorded at SDT. Note the high similarity of all waveforms, which are sorted by cross-correlation with the template event. Each event
waveform serves as a template for cross-correlation analysis to select event pairs in this study. (C) Histogram of time delays. The blue and red bins represent the
time delay of P- and S-waves, respectively, and the blue and red lines represent the equivalent normal distributions of P- and S-waves, respectively. (D) Distribution
of P- and S-waves time delays as a function of travel time. The blue and red dots represent P- and S-waves, respectively. (E) Relocation of cross-correlation data;
the star is the template event, and circles indicate the events matched by waveform cross-correlation. The initial locations are shown in blue, and the relocated
positions are shown in red.

technique. Due to the time shift, this approach can also reduce
the influence of velocity model error. The fitting error function
between the observed waveform u (t) and synthetic seismogram
s (t) is as follows:

e =‖
( r
r0

)p
‖ . q u− s q (2)

Where r is the epicentral distance and r0 is the reference
epicentral distance. Generally, we choose r0 = 100 km. p is the
weight factor (for a general body wave, p= 1.0; for a surface
wave, p= 0.5). The fitting error function adopts the absolute
amplitude, introduces the distance influence factor, and gives
different weights to different waveforms; it can thus avoid the
dominant role of near-station and surface waves, retain abundant
source information in the waveforms, and eventually reduce
the requirements of velocity models and recording quantity in
inversion (Zhu and Helmberger, 1996).

The data used in this study are broadband waveforms
with a high SNR within an epicentral distance of 400 km.
After eliminating stations with large azimuth deviations of
seismometers (Niu and Li, 2011) and then removing the mean,
trend, and instrument responses, the waveforms are rotated into
R-T-Z components and divided into Pnl waves and surface waves.

The Pnl wave is filtered from 0.05 to 0.2 Hz, and the surface
wave is filtered from 0.05 to 0.1 Hz. The synthetic seismograms
are generated by the frequency-wavenumber (FK) code (Zhu
and Rivera, 2002) with the CRUST1.0 model. Finally, the focal
mechanism solutions of the mainshock are obtained, as shown
in Figure 6A.

The fault plane parameters revealed by the focal mechanism
solutions for the mainshock are basically consistent with
the distribution of aftershocks. The correlation coefficient of
waveform fitting is 0.75. The optimal depths of Ms6.1 and
Ms5.8 earthquakes are 16.8 and 12.5 km, respectively, and the
corresponding moment magnitudes are all Mw5.6. The focal
mechanism solutions for the mainshock and several aftershocks
of this earthquake sequence are listed in Figure 6B. The results
show that the fault plane of the mainshock strikes NE and
dips 34◦ and that the seismogenic fault is a thrust fault.
Importantly, the focal mechanism solutions for the aftershocks
vary greatly and are different from those of mainshock. This
may be related to the complex underground structure. The
epicenter is located in the Yonggu Anticline, which is the
boundary between the Dahuang Shan uplift and Minle Basin. The
different focal mechanisms reflect the geometric and kinematic
differences in the secondary faults hidden beneath the Yonggu
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FIGURE 5 | Relocation of the 2003 Minle earthquake sequence by combining the catalog data with waveform cross-correlation data. (A) Map of the relocated
epicenter distribution of the Minle earthquake sequence. The colored shapes mark the meizoseismal area of this earthquake, and the seismic intensity is expressed
by Roman numerals. The dashed red lines give the surface positions of profiles shown in (B,C). (B) The depth profile along B–B′. (C) The depth profile along A–A′.
The hypocenters and the beach balls are projected to profiles; aftershocks are shown by circles; the Ms6.1 mainshock is indicated by a green star; and the Ms5.8
mainshock is indicated by a red star.

Anticline. However, the influence of the low SNR cannot be
ruled out because the magnitude of these aftershocks did
not exceed Mw5.0.

Parameter Determination for the
Minle-Yongchang Fault
Small earthquakes after the mainshock often occur along the fault
plane, and the orientation of the fault plane can be determined
through the distribution of small earthquakes. Wan et al. (2008)
provided a method and program for inversion to determine the
fault parameters. This method establishes a mathematical model
for identifying the fault plane by finding the plane with the
smallest square sum of the distances from the small earthquakes
to the fault plane. The initial value of inversion can be obtained
by a simulated annealing algorithm and then iterated by the
Gauss–Newton algorithm, which yields the optimal solution for
fault plane parameters. Therefore, without relying on the initial
solution, this method can obtain the globally optimal solution.

In this study, the fault plane parameters are inversed by
using accurate relocation results, and the results are shown in
Figures 7A–E. The aftershocks are mainly concentrated within
2 km of the fault plane and are distributed uniformly along the
fault plane (Figure 7D). According to the resulting fault plane
parameters (strike of 311.2◦ and dip angle of 14.2◦), which are
shown in Figure 7E, combined with the structural stress field
parameters (Bu et al., 2013), the slip angle and its error can
be obtained as 81.7◦ and 23.8◦, respectively. These results are

basically consistent with the focal mechanism solution for the
mainshock. However, the difference in the dip angle reflected by
the small earthquakes and the mainshock is approximately 20◦.
The depth range of the fault is 19.2–20.6 km, which is slightly
deeper than the focal depth of 16.8 km obtained from focal
mechanism inversion.

GEOMORPHIC DEFORMATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FAULT

The slip rate of a fault is an important parameter in the
quantitative study of active tectonics. This rate is determined
from offsets of geomorphic features whose ages can be measured;
therefore, the measurement of deformation and dating of
terraces are necessary steps to determine the slip rate and
age of fault activity. In recent years, with the application of
differential GPS, stereo image pairs, structure from motion
(SfM) photogrammetry, and light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
in active tectonics, it has become increasingly convenient to
measure the deformation of structures (Wang et al., 2016; Ren
et al., 2018).

In this study, ERDAS software is used to process the SPOT
6 stereo image pair. By adding two ground control points (the
accuracy is better than 5 cm), 30 tie points are automatically
generated. The RMS error (RMSE) of the final aerial triangulation
is 0.09 pixels, and the linear error at 90% probability (LE90) of the
digital elevation model (DEM) reaches 1 m. Finally, a DEM with
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FIGURE 6 | (A) Waveform fitting and focal mechanism solutions of the 2003 Minle earthquake. The upper figure is the comparison between synthetic seismograms
and observations. The origin time and moment magnitude are on the top, and the focal mechanism solutions and beach balls are presented in the next line. PnlV, Pnl
R, and so on are the components of body waves and surface waves that can be used in waveform fitting. Red lines are synthetic data, and black lines are observed
waveforms. The station codes are on the left, and the numbers below the codes split by “/” are epicentral distance (in km) and azimuth (in degrees). The numbers
below the waveform lines are the time shifts (in seconds) between synthetic data and observations and the corresponding maximum cross-correlation coefficients (in
percentage). The lower figure is the optimal depth inversion by the CAP method, and the fitting error and moment magnitude vary with depth. The best focal depth is
the depth with the minimum fitting error. (B) Focal mechanism solutions of the Minle earthquake sequence.
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FIGURE 7 | The projection of aftershocks on the horizontal (A), fault surface (B), and cross section vertical to the fault (C), and the distribution of distances from
small earthquakes to the fault plane (D). Circles indicate earthquakes; the box is the boundary of the fault plane; A–A′ is the upper boundary of the fault. The thick
black line in (C) indicates the fault. (E) The calculated results for the fault plane.

2 m resolution is generated by interpolation and filtering. The
accuracy of the DEM is tested by comparing the elevation from
the DEM with that from differential GPS (error less than 5 cm)
measurement results, and the mean square error of elevation
is 0.98 m, which is similar to the result given by ERDAS. This
high-precision DEM is used in terrace division and detailed
geomorphic mapping. Topographic profiles of the Tongziba
River terrace across the Minle-Yongchang fault are measured
by using high-precision differential GPS. All samples for terrace
dating were collected from the bottom of the loess and dated by

the optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) method at Zhejiang
Zhongke Institute of Luminescence Testing Technology.

Vertical Offsets of Terraces
By detailed geomorphic mapping based on the high-precision
DEM, four main geomorphic surfaces are found in this area
according to their heights above the river level (Figures 8A,B).
Terraces T1 and T2 are fill terraces, and their maximum heights
above the river level are 4 and 7 m, respectively. Terrace T3 is
the strath terrace, and the maximum height above the river level
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FIGURE 8 | The distribution of terraces along the Tongziba River and the location of the survey profile. (A) Terrace classification and field investigation on the western
bank of the river. (B) Terrace classification and field investigation on the eastern bank of the river. The red lines are the traces of elevation profiles, and the red circles
are the sites of deformed terraces revealed through profiles.

reaches 24 m. Among them, terrace T2 is the most fully preserved
and the most widely distributed (Figures 8A,B) and is mainly
composed of upper Pleistocene loess and gravel (Figures 9A–E).
Terrace T3 is mainly distributed on the western bank of the
Tongziba River and near Quantou Cun and is composed of
middle Pleistocene loess and gravel layers (Figures 9F,G). The
dominant dip direction of the largest flat surface of the gravel
on the outcrops of geomorphic surfaces is toward the south
(Figures 9C,H), indicating that the paleocurrent came from the
Qilian Shan and flowed toward the north, which is consistent with
the current flow direction. This shows that the deformation of all
geomorphic surfaces in this region occurred after the uplift of the
Qilian Shan.

Based on the high-precision DEM extracted from the SPOT6
stereo image pair, three swath profiles on high-level surfaces of
Q2f (Figures 9I,J) and T3 are obtained, and the swath widths
are 3, 0.26, and 3 km (Figure 10). The swath profiles show
that there is a significant fold on the high-level geomorphic
surfaces (Figure 11A). Detailed geomorphological mapping was
performed in the study area based on the DEM, and high-
precision differential GPS (measurement error< 5 cm) was used
to measure the absolute elevation of the terraces of the Tongziba
River. The profiles of river terraces were extracted (see Figure 8
for the profile positions) and show that there is no obvious surface

deformation of the T0 and T1 terraces (Figure 11B), while the
vertical offset of the T2 terrace is approximately 2.0 m; the relief
between the T3 terrace and the T2 terrace is approximately 22.3
m (Figure 11A). The deformation of the T2 and T3 terraces
shows that the northern part of the terraces is clearly uplifted
relative to the southern part (Figure 11B), and three swath
profiles also show obvious crustal uplift (Figure 11A), which is
consistent with the geological structural background of NE-SW
compressional deformation and shortening in the Hexi Corridor.
The profiles of T2 terraces in the Yonggu town reveal that the
overall strike of the deformation is approximately 311◦, while
the strike of deformation revealed by the profiles of T2 and T3
terraces in Xipo Cun is generally E-W (Figure 8). The kidney-
shaped meizoseismal area of the Minle earthquake may be related
to the deformation characteristics revealed by the terraces.

Terrace Ages and Slip Rate Constraint
OSL sample TOSL1701 was collected from silty sand in the gravel
layer approximately 0.8 m below the top of the T2 terrace in
the northern part of the Yonggu town (Figures 8A, 9C), and its
age is 19.1 ± 1.0 ka. Considering that loess with a thickness of
approximately 2 m was removed artificially (Figures 9D,E), this
age may be too old. On the western bank of the Tongziba River,
the age of sample TOSL1702 from the bottom of the loess on the
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FIGURE 9 | Sampling photographs of terraces. (A,B) Sampling site of OSL sample TOSL1702 on terrace T2 on the western bank of the Tongziba River. The terrace
T2 is mainly composed of loess and gravel. (C) Sampling site of OSL sample TOSL1701 on terrace T2. TOSL1701 was collected from silty sand in the gravel layer
approximately 0.8 m below the top of the T2 terrace in the northern part of the Yonggu town. (D,E) The loess with a thickness of approximately 2 m was removed
artificially at the sampling site of TOSL1701. (F,G) The terrace T3 is composed of middle Pleistocene loess and gravel layers, OSL samples TOSL1704 and
TOSL1705 were collected from the bottom of loess on the T3 terraces. (H) OSL sample TOSL1706 was collected from the residual T1 terrace of the Tongziba River.
(I,J) The Q2f remnant and erosion surface of the Yonggu Anticline. Gravels are outcropped on Q2f. The locations of photographs and sampling sites are marked in
Figure 8, and the locations of sampling sites are marked in the photographs.
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FIGURE 10 | Aftershock distribution and locations of tectonic deformation in the study area. The dashed blue line is the trend of the deformed river terrace sites near
the Yonggu town. The green star indicates the Ms6.1 mainshock, and the red star indicates the Ms5.8 mainshock.

T2 terrace is 11.3 ± 0.6 ka (Figures 8A, 9B), and this age is close
to the age of the T2 terraces in this area (Zhong et al., 2017).
OSL samples TOSL1704 and TOSL1705 were collected from the
bottom of loess on the T3 terraces to the north of Quantou Cun
(Figure 8B). The burial depth of this layer is approximately 1.6
m (Figure 9G), and the ages of TOSL1704 and TOSL1705 are
10.8± 1.0 ka and 106± 14 ka, respectively. Among these samples,
TOSL1704 was collected from the overlying loess (Figure 9G),
and its age is significantly younger than the age of TOSL1705,
so we took the older age of 106 ± 14 ka as the age of the T3
terraces. Sample TOSL1706 was taken from the fine sand layer
approximately 0.4 m from the top of the residual T1 terrace of the
Tongziba River and has an age of 0.4± 0.05 ka (Figures 8A, 9H).
The ages of the T1 and T2 terraces on the western bank of the
Tongziba River are similar to the ages of 14C samples collected
by Zhong et al. (2017) in the upper reaches of the Tongziba
River; the 14C ages of T1 and T2 are 282.5 ± 17.5 cal a BP and
10,092.5± 27.5 cal a BP, respectively.

By combining the terrace ages and offsets of geomorphic
indicators, the slip rate of the active structure can be obtained.
A vertical offset of 2.1 ± 0.3 m was measured for the profile on
the T2 terrace located in the Yonggu town (Figures 8A, 11B).
Considering that loess with a thickness of approximately 2 m
has been removed from the original geomorphic surface at the
sampling location (Figures 9D,E), the age of 19.1 ± 1.0 ka is

considered too old, according to the 14C age from Zhong et al.
(2017) and our OSL age for the T2 terrace on the western bank
of the Tongziba River. The OSL age of 11.3± 0.6 ka from sample
TOSL1702 collected on the western bank of the river is suggested
to represent the age of the T2 terraces. The vertical slip rate is
0.19 ± 0.04 mm/a at the Yonggu town site. The vertical offset
of the T2 terrace on the western bank of the Tongziba River is
2.6 ± 0.5 m; the age of this terrace is 11.3 ± 0.6 ka; and the
vertical slip rate is 0.23 ± 0.05 mm/a, obtained in the same way.
The vertical offset of the T3 terrace is 22.3 ± 2.0 m; the age
of the T3 terrace is 106 ± 14 ka; and the vertical slip rate is
calculated as 0.22 ± 0.05 mm/a. Therefore, the average vertical
slip rate is 0.21 ± 0.05 mm/a. All of the above data show that
the Minle-Yongchang fault has been continuously active since the
late Pleistocene.

DISCUSSION

The Relation Between Terrace
Deformation and Earthquakes
Topographic profiles along the terraces across the fault show that
high alluvial terrains exhibit fold deformation (Figures 11A,B),
and the overall strike of the structural deformation is 311◦. The
uplift displacements of the T2 and T3 terraces are approximately
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FIGURE 11 | The swath profiles of high-level surfaces and longitudinal profiles of terraces. (A) The swath profiles extracted from the high-precision DEM generated
through the SPOT 6 stereo image pair. (B) the longitudinal profiles measured by differential GPS. The locations of the profiles are shown in Figures 8, 10.

2 and 22 m, respectively, and the corresponding terrace ages are
10 and 106 ka. This indicates that the Minle-Yongchang fault has
been active since the late Pleistocene, and its average vertical slip
rate is 0.21± 0.05 mm/a.

Previous studies have shown that a “fold earthquake” has the
following characteristics: (1) it occurs under a young anticline
structure; (2) there is no coseismic surface rupture; and (3)
structural deformation is mainly manifested as fold uplift (King
and Vita-Finzi, 1981; Stein and King, 1984; Zhang et al., 1994;
Xu et al., 2013). The distribution of the relocated mainshock and
aftershocks shows that the earthquakes occurred in the Yonggu
Anticline (Figure 12A; He et al., 2004; Zheng et al., 2005).
The field investigation indicated that there was no earthquake

surface rupture in the meizoseismal area, but some WNW-
striking compressional and nearly E-W-striking tensional ground
fissures were found (He et al., 2004; Zheng et al., 2005). These
observations, together with the fold deformation exhibited by the
topographic profiles (Figures 11A,B), imply that this earthquake
can thus be classified as a fold earthquake. The meizoseismal
area, ground fissures, and aftershocks of the Minle earthquake
are all located to the north of the tectonic deformation zone.
The northern part of the terraces is uplifted correspondingly.
Due to the hanging wall effect (Zhang et al., 2009; Huang and
Li, 2009), we can determine that the northern section of the fault
is the hanging wall, and the fault is a south-vergent thrust. This
reverse fault-related fold model is supported by the distribution
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FIGURE 12 | The focal mechanism solutions and the seismogenic model of the Minle-Yongchang fault. (A) Map of focal mechanism solution distribution. Focal
mechanism solutions are determined for seven events, which are presented as beach balls, and the beach balls are projected to the horizontal plane. (B) Profile
highlighting the relationship among the Yonggu Anticline, earthquake sequence, and focal mechanism solutions. They are projected to the A–A′ profile. The green
star indicates the Ms6.1 mainshock. Black lines indicate the main faults in the study region, modified after Wu et al. (2017).

of the mainshock and aftershocks of the 2003 Minle earthquake
sequence (Figures 6, 7).

Hypocenter Distribution and
Seismogenic Model
The relocated mainshock and aftershocks are distributed in the
NW direction along the Yonggu Anticline, which indicates that
the 2003 Ms6.1 Minle earthquake is closely related to the Minle-
Yongchang fault hidden beneath the Yonggu Anticline. Through
the study of the profiles of river terraces and other structures, it
is concluded that the strike of the Minle-Yongchang blind fault

is NW and that the fault is part of a reverse fault-fold belt. The
deformation position and fault strike are basically consistent with
the seismological results (Figure 10).

In the depth profile, the earthquakes are mostly distributed
near the main fault plane with depths of 19.2–20.6 km below the
Yonggu Anticline. However, due to the existence of many small
faults in the core of the anticline, the distribution of earthquakes
above 18 km is relatively discrete (Figures 5B,C; Stein and Yeats,
1989). The fault parameters determined by the precise hypocenter
location are 311◦ strike, NE dip, and 81◦ slip angle. The fault is
a low-angle reverse fault, and its depth range is approximately
19.2–20.6 km (Figure 7E). The focal mechanism solution for the
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mainshock obtained by the CAP method yields a strike of 311◦,
dip angle of 34◦, rake of 90◦, and depth of 16.8 km (Figure 6A),
which is in agreement with the strike of the deformation position
revealed by the terrace profiles (311◦, dip of NE).

The fault parameters determined by the CAP method are
roughly consistent with the fault parameters fitted by small
earthquakes, except for a 20◦ difference in dip angle. The dip
derived from fitting small earthquakes represents the mean dip
of the fault. The other dip angle of the main earthquake focal
mechanism obtained by the CAP method represents the local
dip of the fault, and reflects the rupture direction of earthquake.
These two dip angles cannot be the same.

We built a seismogenic model according to the spatial
distribution of the relocated earthquake sequence, the deep-
shallow structural relationship reflected by the inversion of
hypocenter parameters, and the focal mechanism solutions of
aftershocks (Figure 12B). The overall structure of the fault is
constructed according to the spatial distribution of earthquakes.
The secondary fault configuration is outlined based on the
focal mechanisms and topography of the Yonggu Anticline.
The depth and shape of the basement detachment fault that
controls the Yonggu Anticline are based on magnetotelluric
sounding. The magnetotelluric sounding reveals an anomalous
low-resistivity layer at depths of 16.2–17.5 km in the Yonggu
Anticline (Lin et al., 1984), which coincides with the fault
parameters reflected by the small earthquakes and mainshock.
Based on the deformation characteristics of terraces, aftershocks,
and earthquake damage distribution, as well as the results of
source parameter inversion, the comprehensive analysis indicates
that the Minle earthquake in 2003 was a typical blind reverse
fault-fold earthquake in the Hexi Corridor.

The North Qilian Shan and the Hexi Corridor are the
northeastern margin of the Tibetan Plateau extrusion
(Tapponnier et al., 2001). The northeast thrusting system
dominates tectonic deformation in this area. However, our
model suggests that Minle-Yongchang fault is southwest
thrusting in the corridor, which is similar to the Longshou Shan
southern fault. This indicates the instability of the corridor
and the continuous deformation on the northeastern margin
of the Tibetan Plateau. Meanwhile, the deformation extends
from the Qilian Shan to the Longshou Shan, is widespread, and
is not confined to a few main boundary zones (Zheng et al.,
2013). The Yonggu Anticline is influenced by the NE extrusion
and expansion of the Tibetan Plateau and is in response to the
uplift and expansion of the Tibetan Plateau. Previous studies
of active tectonics and seismology also support this continuous
deformation model rather than a continental escape structure
(Molnar et al., 1993; Molnar, 2004; Yuan et al., 2004; Zhang et al.,
2006; Zheng, 2009; Zheng et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2016).

CONCLUSION

In this study, multiple methods were comprehensively used to
quantify the geometry and kinematics of the Minle-Yongchang
fault and then to discuss the seismogenic structure model of
the Ms6.1 Minle earthquake in 2003. A multistep location

method was used to relocate the 2003 Minle earthquake
sequence. With the stepwise use of HYPOINVERSE, double-
difference location with waveform cross-correlation technology,
and VELEST, the location precision was effectively improved.
The fault parameters were determined by the distribution of
the relocated aftershocks and the CAP method. The topographic
profiles and OSL dating were used to constrain the offsets and
ages of terraces, respectively.

The spatial distribution of the relocated aftershocks indicates
that the seismogenic fault is a low-angle thrust with a strike
of 311◦, a dip of NE, and a dip angle of 14◦. This fault does
not rupture the surface, extends to 19.2–20.6 km depth, and
is hidden beneath the Yonggu Anticline. The focal mechanism
solutions are roughly consistent with these results except for
indicating a dip angle of 34◦. The high alluvial terrains exhibit
fold deformation, and the vertical offsets of T2 and T3 along the
Tongziba River are 2.3 ± 0.3 m and 22.3 ± 2.0 m, respectively.
The ages of T2 and T3 determined by OSL are 10 and 106 ka,
respectively, indicating that the Minle-Yongchang fault has been
active since the late Pleistocene, and its average uplift rate is
approximately 0.21± 0.05 mm/a.

The spatial distribution of the relocated earthquake
sequence, the field investigation, and the deep-shallow structural
relationship reflected by the inversion of hypocenter parameters
all indicate that the Minle earthquake in 2003 was a typical blind
reverse fault-fold event. The Minle-Yongchang blind reverse
fault, located beneath the Yonggu Anticline, is the seismogenic
structure of this earthquake. It strikes 311◦ and dips to the NE
with a dip angle of 34◦ and a rake of 90◦. The seismic risk to the
interior of the Hexi Corridor should be considered.
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